Soeldner Consult has been engaged at the very beginning of DZ BANK's cloud journey. Together with the customer, Soeldner Consult designed and implemented a fully automated landing zone within GCP.

The challenge
The DZ BANK launched the DZ@Cloud project. The goal of DZ@Cloud is to design and implement the infrastructure in GCP in such a way, that DZ BANK services can be migrated and onboarded to GCP in a very short time while meeting all the financial regulations for the use of public cloud computing.

The solution
Together with the customer, Soeldner Consult created a design and implemented the DZ BANK base infrastructure in GCP. This involved connectivity to the on-premises datacenter, a scalable network design for GCP, integration with the existing IAM service and cloud management tool while complying with financial regulations and having a strong focus on automation.

The results
Soeldner Consult had a significant influence on DZ BANK's cloud journey. With having a fully automated base infrastructure in GCP, the DZ BANK is able to quickly onboard new services to the cloud. In 2021, the close collaboration with DZ BANK and with Google led to DZ BANK making significant further investments in Google Cloud technologies.

"We work with Soeldner Consult from the very beginning of our Cloud Journey. Soeldner Consult always have been a reliable and passionate partner to work with. With the help of Soeldner Consult we were able to quickly ramp up our cloud infrastructure in GCP."

Michael John, Group Head, DZ BANK AG
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